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LHCb detector  

Ø  VELO: excellent decay time resolution ~ 45 fs −> good separation of B vertices 
Ø  Tracking System: good momentum ( Δ p / p = 0.4 – 0.6 % ) and mass resolution  
Ø  Particle Identification: good K - π separation ( ~ 95 % efficient  for ~ 5 % mis-id )                           

             and muon identification ( ~ 97 % efficient for 1-3 % mis-id ) 

The LHCb Detector
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• LHCb is a single-arm (2 < � < 5) spectrometer at the LHC
… Precision beauty and charm physics: CP violation, rare decays, heavy flavour
production

• �bb and �cc are extremely large at the LHC
… 30kHz bb̄ and 600kHz cc̄ in LHCb acceptance!
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single arm forward spectrometer designed for precision measurements of b- and c-hadrons ( CP 
violation, rare decays, heavy flavour production ) 
 
Ø  acceptance coverage 2 < η < 5 
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Typical event topologies 
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Typical Signatures
I Beauty and charm hadron typical decay topologies:
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I B± mass ⇠ 5.28 GeV, daughter
pT O (1 GeV)

I ⌧ ⇠ 1.6 ps, Flight distance ⇠ 1 cm

I Important signature: Detached
muons from B! J/ X , J/ !µµ

I D0 mass ⇠ 1.86 GeV, appreciable
daughter pT

I ⌧ ⇠ 0.4 ps, Flight distance ⇠ 4 mm

I Also produced as ’secondary’
charm from B decays.

Underlying trigger strategy:
I Inclusive triggering on displaced vertices with high-pT tracks
I Exclusive triggering for anything else
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Beauty hadrons Charm hadrons 

Ø B± mass ~ 5.28 GeV 

Ø  daughter pT O(1 GeV) 

Ø  Flight distance ~ 1 cm ( τ ~ 1.5 ps) 

Ø Common signature: detached µµ 

Ø D0 mass ~ 1.86 GeV 

Ø  sizeable daughter pT  

Ø  flight distance ~ 4 mm ( τ ~ 0.4 ps) 

Ø Can be produced in B-decays 

−> triggering on displaced vertices with high pT tracks 
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LHCb trigger in Run1 

Two level trigger: 
 
L0 hardware trigger −> reduces rate to 1 MHz 
 ( maximum rate imposed by front-end electronics ) 
 
 
 
HLT software trigger −> reduces rate to ~ 5 kHz 
C++ based program running in Event Filter Farm 
 
1st stage (HLT1):  
partial event reconstruction + inclusive selections 
 
2nd stage (HLT2):  
full event reconstruction + several inclusive and  
exclusive selections  
 
  

JINST 8 P04022  
arXiv:1310.8554 
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LHCb

L0 Muon trigger 

Ø  Reconstructs muon track segments 
 
Search for straight lines of hits in five muon  
chambers pointing towards interaction point 

  
−> momentum resolution of ~ 20 % 

Triggers: 
Ø  single muon pT > 1.76 GeV   
Ø  di-muon pT1 x pT2 > ( 1.6 GeV )2 

Ø  Total muon rate ~ 400 kHz 

Ø  integrated efficiency ~ 90 %         

efficiencies after offline selection / measured in data driven way 

B −> J/Ψ K+ 

The LHCb Detector
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• LHCb is a single-arm (2 < � < 5) spectrometer at the LHC
… Precision beauty and charm physics: CP violation, rare decays, heavy flavour
production

• �bb and �cc are extremely large at the LHC
… 30kHz bb̄ and 600kHz cc̄ in LHCb acceptance!
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Table 1. L0 thresholds in 2011 and 2012.
2011 2012

single muon 1.48GeV 1.76GeV
dimuon pT 1 ⇥ pT 2 (1.296GeV)2 (1.6GeV)2

hadron 3.5GeV 3.7GeV
electron 2.5GeV 3GeV
photon 2.5GeV 3GeV

Fig. 1. The single muon trigger contributes the dominant part to the e�ciency. The largest
ine�ciency originates in the tight muon identification requirements inside the L0 reconstruction
algorithm. The L0 dimuon trigger selects a small fraction of additional candidates at lower
transverse momenta. The integrated e�ciency for both L0 muon triggers combined is evaluated
to be 89%.

The L0 hadron e�ciency is shown in Fig. 2 for the two and three prong beauty decays
B0 ! K+⇡� and B0 ! D0⇡� and the two, three and four prong charm decays D0 ! K�⇡+,
D+ ! K�⇡+⇡+ and D⇤+ ! D0⇡+. The two prong beauty decay is most e�ciently triggered
by the L0 hadron ET criterion (✏TOS = 40%) and the four prong charm decay D⇤+ ! D0⇡+ is
selected with the lowest e�ciency (✏TOS = 22%). The other modes lie in between, see Fig. 2.
Allowing also TIS triggers, the integrated e�ciencies increases significantly, (e.g. to ✏TRIG =53%
for B0 ! K+⇡�).

The total output rate of the L0 trigger is limited to 1MHz, the maximum rate at which the
LHCb detector can be read out. This output rate is composed of approximately 400 kHz of
muon triggers (L0Muon and L0DiMuon), 490 kHz L0Hadron triggers and 150 kHz L0Photon and
L0Electron triggers.

4. High Level Trigger
The High Level Trigger consists of two stages, HLT1 and HLT2. The first stage, HLT1, performs
a partial event reconstruction and an inclusive selection of signal candidates. At the reduced rate
of 80 kHz, HLT2 performs a full event reconstruction with only minor adjustments to the o✏ine
reconstruction sequence. After this reconstruction, a set of inclusive and exclusive selections
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Figure 1. L0 muon trigger performance:
TOS trigger e�ciency for selected B+ !
J/ K+ candidates.
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Figure 2. L0 hadron trigger performance:
TOS trigger e�ciency for di↵erent beauty and
charm decay modes.

L0 calorimeter trigger 

Ø  Requires calorimeter clusters with minimum  
     transverse energy: 
 
 
 
Hadron trigger: 
Ø  ECAL + HCAL clusters 
Ø  ET > 3.7 GeV 
Ø  Rate: ~ 450 kHz 
 
 
 
Electron / Photon trigger:  
Ø  PS + ECAL  
     ( SPD discriminates between e / γ ) 
Ø  ET > 3.0 GeV 
Ø  Rate: ~ 150 kHz 
( ~ 80 % efficient for radiative B −> X γ decays ) 

The LHCb Detector
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• LHCb is a single-arm (2 < � < 5) spectrometer at the LHC
… Precision beauty and charm physics: CP violation, rare decays, heavy flavour
production

• �bb and �cc are extremely large at the LHC
… 30kHz bb̄ and 600kHz cc̄ in LHCb acceptance!
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Deferred triggering 

LHC delivers stable beams only for 30 % of the time 
 −> Event Filter Farm is unused for the rest  
 
deferred triggering: 
Ø  20 % of the L0 triggered events are  
     temporarily saved  
Ø  analyzed later during inter-fill gaps 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
gain of CPU time used to improve reconstruction: 
    decrease minimum pT from 500 to 300 MeV  
    special reconstruction for long-lived particles 
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Introduction The Run I trigger Run II

Deferred Trigger
Maximizing Usage of Computing Resources

40 MHz bunch crossing rate

450 kHz
h±

400 kHz
µ/µµ

150 kHz
e/γ

L0 Hardware Trigger : 1 MHz 
readout, high ET/PT signatures

Software High Level Trigger

29000 Logical CPU cores

Offline reconstruction tuned to trigger 
time constraints

Mixture of exclusive and inclusive 
selection algorithms

5 kHZ Rate to storage

Defer 20% to disk

Farm nodes idle between fills, large disks (1PB
total) not used by HLT software
Buffer 20% of L0 events on EFF disks, process in
inter-fill time
Effective 25% Extra CPU allowed us to lower
tracking thresholds from pT = 500! 300MeV
Increased efficiency for charm signatures
Peak disk usage, 88% after > 16h fill

Disk usage in % of 1 PB storage used as function of time

Made possible thanks to the ingenuity of the LHCb online team!S. Neubert | LHCb Trigger in Run I and Prospects for Run II 6/17

Disk usage in % as function of time 



Tracking in HLT1 The LHCb Detector
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• LHCb is a single-arm (2 < � < 5) spectrometer at the LHC
… Precision beauty and charm physics: CP violation, rare decays, heavy flavour
production

• �bb and �cc are extremely large at the LHC
… 30kHz bb̄ and 600kHz cc̄ in LHCb acceptance!
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Ø  Reconstruction of track segments in the vertex detector 

Ø  Select tracks with high IP or matched with hits in muon chambers 

Ø  Extrapolation to main tracking stations using same tracking algorithm than offline 
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HLT1 inclusive triggers 

reduces the trigger rate to 5 kHz, which are saved for later o✏ine analysis. The rates discussed
above are average rates from the 2012 run of the LHC, in 2011 the HLT1 output rate was
approximately 40 kHz and the HLT2 output rate was 3 kHz.

4.1. First level software trigger

The partial reconstruction in HLT1 starts by reconstructing track segments in the vertex detector
(VELO). High IP track segments and track segments that can be matched with hits in the
muon chambers are then extrapolated into the main tracker. This extrapolation is done using
the identical forward tracking algorithm [3] as used in o✏ine processing, however, with reduced
search window sizes corresponding to a minimum pT requirement.

The inclusive beauty and charm trigger line Hlt1TrackAllL0 selects good quality track
candidates based on their pT (pT > 1.6GeV) and displacement from the primary vertex. This
trigger line gets the dominant part of the HLT1 bandwidth allocated, about 58 kHz. It is the
dominant trigger line for most physics channels that do not contain leptons in the final state.
The performance of HLT1 for hadronic signatures is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of resonance
pT .

A similar line exists if the track is matched with hits in the muon chambers [4],
Hlt1TrackMuon. This single muon trigger line selects good quality muon candidates with a
pT > 1GeV that are not coming from the primary vertex. Single muon candidates which satisfy
a pT requirement of pT > 4.8GeV are selected by the line Hlt1SingleMuonHighPT without any
vertex separation requirements.

Dimuon candidates are either selected based on their mass (mµµ > 2.5GeV) without any
kind of displacement requirement (Hlt1DiMuonHighMass), or based on the distance between
primary and secondary vertex, but without the mass restriction (Hlt1DiMuonLowMass). The
dominant ine�ciency for these lines originates in the online muon identification algorithms.
The performance of HLT1 at selecting muonic signatures is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of pT
of the B+ candidate. The integrated e�ciency is summarised in Tab. 2.

The trigger e�ciency for events that are triggered by the L0Photon or L0Electron triggers
are enhanced by the Hlt1TrackPhoton trigger line, which has relaxed track quality and pT
requirements with respect to Hlt1TrackAllL0.
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Figure 3. Hlt1TrackAllL0 performance:
TOS e�ciency for various channels as a
function of B or D pT .
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Figure 4. HLT1 muon trigger performance:
TOS e�ciency for B+ ! J/ K+ candidates
as function of B+ pT .

reduces the trigger rate to 5 kHz, which are saved for later o✏ine analysis. The rates discussed
above are average rates from the 2012 run of the LHC, in 2011 the HLT1 output rate was
approximately 40 kHz and the HLT2 output rate was 3 kHz.

4.1. First level software trigger

The partial reconstruction in HLT1 starts by reconstructing track segments in the vertex detector
(VELO). High IP track segments and track segments that can be matched with hits in the
muon chambers are then extrapolated into the main tracker. This extrapolation is done using
the identical forward tracking algorithm [3] as used in o✏ine processing, however, with reduced
search window sizes corresponding to a minimum pT requirement.

The inclusive beauty and charm trigger line Hlt1TrackAllL0 selects good quality track
candidates based on their pT (pT > 1.6GeV) and displacement from the primary vertex. This
trigger line gets the dominant part of the HLT1 bandwidth allocated, about 58 kHz. It is the
dominant trigger line for most physics channels that do not contain leptons in the final state.
The performance of HLT1 for hadronic signatures is shown in Fig. 3 as a function of resonance
pT .

A similar line exists if the track is matched with hits in the muon chambers [4],
Hlt1TrackMuon. This single muon trigger line selects good quality muon candidates with a
pT > 1GeV that are not coming from the primary vertex. Single muon candidates which satisfy
a pT requirement of pT > 4.8GeV are selected by the line Hlt1SingleMuonHighPT without any
vertex separation requirements.

Dimuon candidates are either selected based on their mass (mµµ > 2.5GeV) without any
kind of displacement requirement (Hlt1DiMuonHighMass), or based on the distance between
primary and secondary vertex, but without the mass restriction (Hlt1DiMuonLowMass). The
dominant ine�ciency for these lines originates in the online muon identification algorithms.
The performance of HLT1 at selecting muonic signatures is shown in Fig. 4 as a function of pT
of the B+ candidate. The integrated e�ciency is summarised in Tab. 2.

The trigger e�ciency for events that are triggered by the L0Photon or L0Electron triggers
are enhanced by the Hlt1TrackPhoton trigger line, which has relaxed track quality and pT
requirements with respect to Hlt1TrackAllL0.
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Figure 4. HLT1 muon trigger performance:
TOS e�ciency for B+ ! J/ K+ candidates
as function of B+ pT .

Inclusive beauty and charm trigger: 
 
Ø  single track with requirements on pT and IP 
Ø  dominant trigger for most channels  
     without leptons 
Ø  output rate of ~ 58 kHz 

Inclusive muon triggers: 

Ø  single + dimuon triggers  
Ø  requirements on pT, IP and di-muon mass 
Ø  output rate of ~ 14 kHz 
 B −> J/Ψ K+ 
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HLT2 trigger overview 

Ø  Full event reconstruction for all tracks with pT > 300 MeV 
Ø  Composition of inclusive + exclusive selections 
 
Several inclusive and exclusive selections: 

The LHCb Trigger

Introduction

The Run I trigger
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HLT1

HLT2

Performance
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Tracking

Selections

Conclusions

C. Fitzpatrick

05/15/2014

HLT2 Full reconstruction
I HLT2 fully reconstructs the event
I Allows for a range of selection criteria of varying complexity
I Close to o✏ine reconstruction performance
I Combination of Inclusive and Exclusive lines, eg:

SV

IP
p p

I Extremely flexible, powerful software environment: Supports MVA-based selections
I Composition of trigger lines and individual prescales can be adjusted to suit running

conditions
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Generic beauty trigger ( Topological trigger ) Inclusive dimuon triggers 

Inclusive and exclusive charm triggers 
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HLT2 Topological lines 

mass (GeV)
5 100

50

100 HLT2 2-Body Topo

measured

corrected

Figure 5. Simulated B0 ! K⇤0µ+µ�
events: reconstructed 2-body mass in red and
corrected mass (see text for definition) in
black.
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Figure 6. HLT2 inclusive beauty trigger
performance as a function of B pT . The
e�ciency for the exclusive B0 ! K+⇡�
trigger line is also given.
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Figure 7. HLT2 muon trigger performance
for the J/ trigger lines.
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Figure 8. HLT2 charm trigger performance
for inclusive and exclusive selections.

• Hlt2DiMuonDetachedJPsi: If the J/ candidate vertex is separated from the primary
vertex, the event is triggered.

This set of lines is optimised to fully exploit the large physics potential in both prompt J/ and
B ! J/ X decays. Fig. 7 shows the performance of the J/ triggers. The e↵ective pre-scale of
about a factor two on the prompt J/ line Hlt2DiMuonJPsi is visible, as well as the pT turn on
of the Hlt2DiMuonJPsiHighPT line. The total output rate of all single and dimuon trigger lines
is about 1 kHz.

Charm triggers
In the 2012 running, about 600 kHz of cc̄-events are produced in the acceptance of the
LHCb spectrometer. This high rate implies tight cuts on the invariant mass in exclusive
trigger selections. Only the decay chain D⇤+ ! D0⇡+ can be selected inclusively, i.e. only
reconstructing two charged tracks from the D0 decay matched to a slow pion from the D⇤+
decay. The mass di↵erence between the D⇤+ and D0 candidates remains a good discriminating
variable because of the small q-value of the decay, enabling the rate to be su�ciently reduced.
The D0 is partially reconstructed in all di↵erent combinations of ⇡±, K±, p, µ±, K0

S or ⇤0

Figure 5. Simulated B0 ! K⇤0µ+µ�
events: reconstructed 2-body mass in red and
corrected mass (see text for definition) in
black.
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Figure 6. HLT2 inclusive beauty trigger
performance as a function of B pT . The
e�ciency for the exclusive B0 ! K+⇡�
trigger line is also given.
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Figure 7. HLT2 muon trigger performance
for the J/ trigger lines.
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Figure 8. HLT2 charm trigger performance
for inclusive and exclusive selections.

• Hlt2DiMuonDetachedJPsi: If the J/ candidate vertex is separated from the primary
vertex, the event is triggered.

This set of lines is optimised to fully exploit the large physics potential in both prompt J/ and
B ! J/ X decays. Fig. 7 shows the performance of the J/ triggers. The e↵ective pre-scale of
about a factor two on the prompt J/ line Hlt2DiMuonJPsi is visible, as well as the pT turn on
of the Hlt2DiMuonJPsiHighPT line. The total output rate of all single and dimuon trigger lines
is about 1 kHz.

Charm triggers
In the 2012 running, about 600 kHz of cc̄-events are produced in the acceptance of the
LHCb spectrometer. This high rate implies tight cuts on the invariant mass in exclusive
trigger selections. Only the decay chain D⇤+ ! D0⇡+ can be selected inclusively, i.e. only
reconstructing two charged tracks from the D0 decay matched to a slow pion from the D⇤+
decay. The mass di↵erence between the D⇤+ and D0 candidates remains a good discriminating
variable because of the small q-value of the decay, enabling the rate to be su�ciently reduced.
The D0 is partially reconstructed in all di↵erent combinations of ⇡±, K±, p, µ±, K0

S or ⇤0

Inclusive trigger for b-decays to 2, 3 or 4 charged tracks 

Ø  fast and robust implementation using BDT 

Ø  corrected mass is important input variable 

     allows also to select partially  
     reconstructed decays 

The LHCb Trigger
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HLT2 Full reconstruction
I HLT2 fully reconstructs the event
I Allows for a range of selection criteria of varying complexity
I Close to o✏ine reconstruction performance
I Combination of Inclusive and Exclusive lines, eg:

SV

IP
p p

I Extremely flexible, powerful software environment: Supports MVA-based selections
I Composition of trigger lines and individual prescales can be adjusted to suit running

conditions

9 / 23
mcorr =

!

m2 + |pmiss
T |2 + pmiss

T output rate is ~ 2 kHz 

JINST 8 (2013) P02013 
LHCb-PUB-2011-016 
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HLT2 Inclusive + exclusive trigger lines 

Figure 5. Simulated B0 ! K⇤0µ+µ�
events: reconstructed 2-body mass in red and
corrected mass (see text for definition) in
black.
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Figure 6. HLT2 inclusive beauty trigger
performance as a function of B pT . The
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Figure 7. HLT2 muon trigger performance
for the J/ trigger lines.
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Figure 8. HLT2 charm trigger performance
for inclusive and exclusive selections.

• Hlt2DiMuonDetachedJPsi: If the J/ candidate vertex is separated from the primary
vertex, the event is triggered.

This set of lines is optimised to fully exploit the large physics potential in both prompt J/ and
B ! J/ X decays. Fig. 7 shows the performance of the J/ triggers. The e↵ective pre-scale of
about a factor two on the prompt J/ line Hlt2DiMuonJPsi is visible, as well as the pT turn on
of the Hlt2DiMuonJPsiHighPT line. The total output rate of all single and dimuon trigger lines
is about 1 kHz.

Charm triggers
In the 2012 running, about 600 kHz of cc̄-events are produced in the acceptance of the
LHCb spectrometer. This high rate implies tight cuts on the invariant mass in exclusive
trigger selections. Only the decay chain D⇤+ ! D0⇡+ can be selected inclusively, i.e. only
reconstructing two charged tracks from the D0 decay matched to a slow pion from the D⇤+
decay. The mass di↵erence between the D⇤+ and D0 candidates remains a good discriminating
variable because of the small q-value of the decay, enabling the rate to be su�ciently reduced.
The D0 is partially reconstructed in all di↵erent combinations of ⇡±, K±, p, µ±, K0

S or ⇤0
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• Hlt2DiMuonDetachedJPsi: If the J/ candidate vertex is separated from the primary
vertex, the event is triggered.

This set of lines is optimised to fully exploit the large physics potential in both prompt J/ and
B ! J/ X decays. Fig. 7 shows the performance of the J/ triggers. The e↵ective pre-scale of
about a factor two on the prompt J/ line Hlt2DiMuonJPsi is visible, as well as the pT turn on
of the Hlt2DiMuonJPsiHighPT line. The total output rate of all single and dimuon trigger lines
is about 1 kHz.

Charm triggers
In the 2012 running, about 600 kHz of cc̄-events are produced in the acceptance of the
LHCb spectrometer. This high rate implies tight cuts on the invariant mass in exclusive
trigger selections. Only the decay chain D⇤+ ! D0⇡+ can be selected inclusively, i.e. only
reconstructing two charged tracks from the D0 decay matched to a slow pion from the D⇤+
decay. The mass di↵erence between the D⇤+ and D0 candidates remains a good discriminating
variable because of the small q-value of the decay, enabling the rate to be su�ciently reduced.
The D0 is partially reconstructed in all di↵erent combinations of ⇡±, K±, p, µ±, K0

S or ⇤0

Inclusive dimuon triggers: 
 
Ø  Prompt and detached dimuon lines 
Ø  muon ID identical to offline 
Ø  total output rate ~ 1kHz 

Exclusive charm triggers: 

Ø  based on tight cuts on invariant mass 
Ø  Total charm output rate ~ 2 kHz 
Ø  only D* −> D0 π selected inlcusively 

B −> J/Ψ K+ 
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Conditions for Run 2 

Running at √s = 13 TeV: 
 
−> 15 % increase of σinel 
 
−> 20 % increase of multiplicity per collision 
 
−> 60 % increase of σbb  
 
 
With bunch spacing of 25 ns ( 2200 bunches ) and target luminosity of 4x1032 cm-2s-1 
 
 
−> 1.1 visible collisions per bunch crossing ( compared to 1.7 at 8 TeV ) 
 

−> slightly simper events than in 2012 but more beauty and charm 
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LHCb trigger in Run2 

Additional resources: 
CPU in Event Filter Farm will be doubled 
buffer storage: 1 PB −> 4 PB 

More signal means trigger needs to be more selective: 
 
−> make trigger more compatible to offline selection 
 
Requirements: 
Ø  alignment and detector calibration already in HLT 
Ø  offline like RICH PID  
 
 
−> event buffering is moved after HLT1 and used  
     to run calibration 
−> full offline-like selection in HLT2 

C. Linn (CERN) | LHCb trigger PANIC 2014, Hamburg 13 



Developments for Run2 

Tracking: 
Ø  full VELO tracking in HLT1  
     all tracks with pT > 500 MeV  
     extrapolated to tracking stations 
 
Ø  tracks from HLT1 reused in HLT2 
 
Ø  updated alignment constants and  
     offline-like tracking in HLT2 
  

TurboStream: 
Ø  Signal rates start to become more and more challenging ( especially for charm ) 

Ø  Idea: Only particles found by trigger are used to perform analysis  
     ( smaller event size allows higher output rate ) 
 

−> these things become even more crucial for the upgrade 
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LHCb Upgrade 

The LHCb Detector

�����
��

�������

• LHCb is a single-arm (2 < � < 5) spectrometer at the LHC
… Precision beauty and charm physics: CP violation, rare decays, heavy flavour
production

• �bb and �cc are extremely large at the LHC
… 30kHz bb̄ and 600kHz cc̄ in LHCb acceptance!

Tim Head (CERN) Performance of the LHCb trigger and its upgrade 1 March 2014 2

Ø  Instantaneous luminosity: L = 2 x 1033 cm-2 s-1  
Ø  Average number of interaction per bunch crossing ν = 7.6 
Ø  30 MHz inelastic collision rate 
Ø  Planed to collect a total sample of 50 fb-1 

VELO replaced  
by pixel detector 

TT replaced by silicon  
microstrip detector 

Tracker replaced by  
scintillating fiber detector 

SPD, PS, M1 removed 

+ new photo detectors for RICH 

LHCB-TDR-013 
LHCB-TDR-014 
LHCB-TDR-015 
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Upgrade event anatomy 

The anatomy of an LHCb event in the upgrade era, and implications for the LHCb trigger Ref: LHCb-PUB-2014-027
Public Note Issue: 1
6 Reconstructed yields Date: May 21, 2014

b-hadrons c-hadrons light, long-lived hadrons

Reconstructed yield 0.0317± 0.0006 0.118± 0.001 0.406± 0.002
✏(pT > 2GeV/c) 85.6± 0.6% 51.8± 0.5% 2.34± 0.08%
✏(⌧ > 0.2 ps) 88.1± 0.6% 63.1± 0.5% 99.46± 0.03%
✏(pT)⇥ ✏(⌧) 75.9± 0.8% 32.6± 0.4% 2.30± 0.08%
✏(pT)⇥ ✏(⌧)⇥ ✏(LHCb) 27.9± 0.3% 22.6± 0.3% 2.17± 0.07%

Output rate 270 kHz 800 kHz 264 kHz

Table 6: Per-event yields determined from 100k of upgrade minimum-bias events after partial offline
reconstruction. The first row indicates the number of candidates which had at least two tracks from
which a vertex could be produced. The last row shows the output rate of a trigger selecting such
events with perfect efficiency, assuming an input rate of 30 MHz from the LHC, as expected during
upgrade running. A breakdown of each category is available in Table 14.

Figure 1: HLT partially reconstructed (but fully reconstructible) signal rates as a function of decay
time for candidates with pT > 2 GeV/c (left) and transverse momentum cuts for candidates with
⌧ > 0.2 ps(right). The rate is for two-track combinations that form a vertex only for candidates that
can be fully reconstructed offline, ie: All additional tracks are also within the LHCb acceptance.
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b-hadrons c-hadrons long-lived hadrons 
RUN1 0.9 3.3 1.1 

Upgrade 27 80 26 

Output rate ( for pT > 2.0 GeV , τ > 0.2 ps ) in GBs-1: 

New Challenge: discriminate between different similar signals 
−> trigger must be very flexible and as close as possible to offline selection 

For upgrade conditions in LHCb acceptance: 
6x higher b-hadron rate, 5x higher charm rate, 4x higher rate of light, long-lived particles  

( 100 kB event size ) 

LHCb-PUB-2014-027 
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Upgrade trigger  

Software based Low Level Trigger ( LLT ) replaces L0: 
Ø  uses limited information from calorimeters  
     and muon stations 
 
Ø  can reduce the input rate to HLT by factor 2 

Ø  chosen as backup in face of changing beam condition 

interaction point.960

For each muon candidate, the transverse momentum is estimated from the coordinates961

of the hits in M2 and M3, and written in the raw event to be possibly used in the HLT.962

The pT calculation is done in the thin lens approximation of the dipole magnetic field,963

without further approximation on small angles.964

The processing time of this algorithm is on average 0.7ms of CPU time per event [9].965

It has been estimated in a similar way as the calorimeter algorithm processing time, from966

simulated events corresponding to a luminosity of 2⇥ 1033 cm�2s�1.967

4.4.3 Performances968

The performances of the algorithms described above, in selecting, at the LLT stage, decay969

channels representative of the LHCb physics program of the upgrade [1] are reported here.970

The LLT e�ciency for these channels and the minimum bias retention rates are estimated971

from full Monte-Carlo simulation generated in the upgrade conditions, without applying972

any GEC.973

The performances of the calorimeter algorithms are computed for the decay modes974

B0 ! K+⇡�, B0 ! D+(K⇡⇡)D�(K⇡⇡), B0
s ! �(KK)�(KK), D0 ! K0

S⇡
+⇡� and975

D0 ! K+K�, taking only the hadron candidates into account for the event selection, and976

similarly for the measurement of the minimum bias retention rate.977

Figure 4.5a shows the e�ciency that an event containing the signal decay is selected978

by the calorimeter algorithm, as a function of the value of the threshold placed on the979

ET of the hadron candidates. Figure 4.5b shows the same quantity as a function of the980

minimum bias retention rate.981
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Figure 4.5: LLT e�ciencies as a function (a) of the hadron ET threshold and (b) of the minimum
bias retention rate, considering only the selection based on hadron candidates.

The performances of the muon algorithm are evaluated using the B0 ! K⇤µµ decay982

mode. The e�ciency of the LLT muon selection is defined as the fraction of events for983

which at least one of the signal muon has a pT above a given threshold. It is presented as984

44

Readout at full 30 MHz collision rate + fully software based trigger: 

Event Filter farm equipped with O(1000) nodes 
Total output rate: 20 – 100 kHz  

CERN-LHCC-2014-016 
LHCB-TDR-016 
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Upgrade tracking 
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Performance of tracking in upgrade trigger: 
Ø  track finding eff. relative to offline for B, pT > 0.5 : 98.7 % 
Ø  total tracking time: 6.6 ms ( 5.4 ms with GEC ) 

7.2 Performance with degraded single hit resolution

The simulation of the SciFi tracker assumes that the single hit resolution is 42 µm.
Corresponding to test measurements of short fibre tracker modules in a cosmic ray
experiment [6]. A 2-bit read-out scheme will be used for the SciFi tracker which will result
in a resolution of about 60 µm. Additional misalignment or noise could further worsen the
single hit resolution.

The track reconstruction e�ciency is compared over a range of single hit resolutions
from 42 µm to 100 µm. Table 6 shows that the reconstruction e�ciency decreases as the
single hit resolution worsens. This could be compensated for by re-tuning the parameters
of the track finding algorithms.

Table 6: Track reconstruction e�ciencies for di↵erent single hit resolutions.

E�ciency [%]
Resolution [µm] long, pT > 0.5GeV/c long, from B, pT > 0.5GeV/c

42 87.4 92.5
62 86.7 92.1
82 86.5 92.9
100 86.0 91.4

The track reconstruction is robust against changes of the single hit resolution in the
SciFi tracker. The loss in tracking e�ciency could be recuperated by retuning the tracking
algorithms to each particular hit resolution scenario.

(a) Total timing (b) Individual, no GEC (c) Individual, GEC

Figure 9: The time cost of the total track reconstruction sequence as a function of ⌫ (left),
and the individual timings of all tracking algorithms with respect to ⌫ without (middle)
and with (right) a GEC requirement of 1200.

16

Challenge: tracking similar to offline but fitting in the online time budget ( 13 ms ) 

Timing studied for three  
possible scenarios: 

( global event cuts (GEC) reject  
   high multiplicity events ) 

First time possible to fully reconstruct events at 30 MHz rate at hadron collider 

LHCb-PUB-2014-028 
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Topological trigger for the Upgrade 
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Figure 4.10: E�ciency on o✏ine-filtered signal events vs TOPO output rate for a subset of the
decays studied. The red dotted line shows the Run 1 trigger e�ciency, while the dot-dashed
green line shows twice the Run 1 e�ciency for hadronic final states. The vertical dotted lines
show the three output-rate scenarios considered in this study.

by going to an output rate of 50 kHz. The benefits of moving to a fully software trigger1190

are clearly displayed in these results.1191

4.6.3 Lifetime unbiased hadronic triggers1192

The availability of all high-pT tracks, irrespective of their displacement from PVs, at the1193

first trigger stage makes it possible to select hadronic decay modes in a lifetime unbiased1194

manner. This will be the first time that such triggers can be deployed at full input rate1195

at a hadron collider. In this context, lifetime unbiased means that there are no selection1196

criteria on quantities which are correlated with the signal particle’s decay-time, apart from1197

an explicit lower cuto↵ on the decay-time itself. Thus, what is unbiased is the shape of1198

the decay-time distribution. A downscaled sample of events at small decay-times will be1199

kept in order to study decay-time resolution in a data-driven manner. The benefits of this1200

approach are that one removes any need to control decay-time resolution or acceptance1201

functions which reduces the systematic uncertainties of a lifetime-based measurement.1202

Implementation1203

A complete description of the implementation is given in Ref. [38]. The challenges of this1204

approach are to control the time taken to form all possible track combinations and the1205

output rate. Of these the timing is the more critical issue, since it a↵ects the general1206

feasibility of the method, while the output rate needs to be tuned for each decay mode1207

54

Ø  Uses same strategy as Run1 topo trigger ( inclusive for b-hadrons to 2, 3, 4 charged tracks ) 

Ø  Based on BDT with corrected mass as input variable 

Ø  Performance depends on output rate dedicated to topo trigger ( three scenarios highlighted ) 

LHCb-PUB-2014-031 
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Lifetime unbiased triggers 
Ø  availability of all high pT tracks in event gives possibility to select  fully hadronic  
     decays without requirements that bias the lifetime 
     ( for the first time at hadron colliders at full input rate ) 

Ø  Removes the need to control decay time acceptance effects −> lowers systematics  

Challenge:  
control time to make possible track combinations and output rate 

Ø  Efficiencies for B0 −> hh: 60 %  
           for D0 −> hh: 10 % 

 
Ø  Timing for B0 −> hh, D0 −> hh decays ~ 0.16 ms 
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Figure 2: Events selected by the lifetime-unbiased D0 ! K⇡ Cabibbo-favoured trigger selection.
The purity of the selection is clearly evident. This data would correspond to only 30 ms of
data-taking in the upgrade.

decay, we measure a rate of 20 kHz. The output of this selection is shown in Fig. 2.205

The purity of the selection is evident. Note that the sample used to produce this figure206

corresponds to only 30 ms of data-taking in the upgrade. The Cabibbo-favoured mode207

can be downscaled by a factor of 10 without any losses in physics performance. For208

D0 ! ⇡+⇡� and the Cabibbo-suppressed modes we measure a total output rate of about209

40 kHz. These modes cannot simply be downscaled so these selections will need to be210

tightened. The e↵ects of the selection criteria applied can be studied using the unbiased211

K+K� and downscaled Cabibbo-favoured data. Further study is required to determine how212

to maximize the physics output from these modes while satisfying the output-bandwidth213

constraints.214

The applied selection criteria are 10% e�cient on o✏ine reconstructible D0 ! h+h�
215

candidates. Most of the ine�ciency is caused by the lifetime cuto↵ at 0.2 ps and the216

c-hadron p
T

> 2.5 GeV/c requirement, which have a combined e�ciency of 25%. The217

remaining ine�ciency is caused by requiring the tracks to be in a momentum region218

where the upgraded RICH detector gives the best pion-kaon separation, and the particle219

identification criteria. Based on experience gained during Run I, these criteria are very well220

aligned with those which will be used in o✏ine selections in order to reduce backgrounds.221

As for the rate, D0 ! K+K� will be the easiest to fit into any budget. This is also222

the mode which o↵ers the greatest sensitivity to indirect CP violation. The Cabibbo-223

favoured control mode will likely need to be downscaled, something which will only be224

possible by using the particle identification requirements to separate it from its doubly225

Cabibbo-suppressed counterpart. This is a good illustration of the more general way in226

which particle identification will be used to achieve a more e↵ective trigger bandwidth227

division, by separating the suppressed (rare) decays used in physics analyses from their228

topologically identical favoured control modes.229

For the lifetime unbiased B
s

! �� selection, the rate without applying PID require-230
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Summary and Outlook  

LHCb trigger performed excellent in 2011 and 2012  
 
A wide range of physics channels covered: 
 
high efficiency for rare channels   high purity for huge charm samples  

For the upgrade: 
full software triggering, reconstruction of all events at 30 MHz 
−> significant gains in signal efficiency + allows lifetime unbiased hadronic triggers 

For Run2: 
Online alignment and calibration  −> allows usage of RICH particle ID in trigger 
new concept of TurboStream 
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Conclusions
I The LHCb Run I trigger covered an extremely wide range in a challenging

environment:

I From the rarest B decay at high
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I The Upgrade trigger builds on the successes of Run I, introducing several firsts:
I Full software triggering at 30 MHz, doubling of many signal e�ciencies
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I Lifetime unbiased beauty and charm selections in a hadronic environment
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Table 1: The top row lists the total recorded luminosity for each year. The middle row only
includes TCKs that cover both polarities. The bottom row gives the e↵ective luminosity after
weighting to equalise the two polarities for each TCK.

Luminosity (pb�1) 2011 2012
Total recorded 1100 2050
TCKs with both polarities 930 1770
Weighting each TCK 870 1590

recorded for each TCK and polarity during 2011 and 2012. The TCKs are ordered along
the x axis, by the date that they were first deployed. It can be seen that later in 2012, we
were unable to change the magnet polarity in between many TCK changes. Recall from
Section 2.1 the 2% e↵ective loss of luminosity after weighting to equalise the up and down
data in 2011. Now consider that we attempt to equalise the up and down luminosities
for each TCK. Table 1 lists for each year; the total luminosity for all TCKs; the total
luminosity only for TCKs covering both polarities; the total e↵ective luminosity if we
equalise up and down for each polarity. In the worst case, we e↵ectively lose around 25%
of our luminosity!

Date of data taking
2012.2 2012.4 2012.6 2012.8 2013

Ef
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ie
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Figure 4: E�ciency of the L0Hadron trigger as a function of the data-taking period in 2012.
The e�ciency is shown for a D

0 ! K

�
⇡

+ decay to trigger the L0Hadron line, where an o✏ine
selection requires the D

0 to originate from a semi-muonic decay of a B meson and the muon
alone was enough to trigger the event at L0.
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Variation of L0Hadron efficiency for D0 −>K π as a function of data taking time: 
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The anatomy of an LHCb event in the upgrade era, and implications for the LHCb trigger Ref: LHCb-PUB-2014-027
Public Note Issue: 1
6 Reconstructed yields Date: May 21, 2014

Category In 4⇡ ✏(VELO) ✏(VELO)⇥ ✏(LHCb)

b-hadrons 0.0258± 0.0004 30.5± 0.6% 11.1± 0.4%
c-hadrons 0.297± 0.001 21.9± 0.2% 14.2± 0.1%
light, long-lived hadrons 8.04± 0.01 6.67± 0.02% 6.35± 0.02%

Table 3: Candidates per event and efficiencies for generator-level events in MC11a. A breakdown of
each category is available in Tables 7-9. ✏(VELO) is the efficiency for candidates having at least two
tracks traversing at least three modules in the current VELO. ✏(LHCb) is the efficiency for candidates
having all daughter tracks contained in the LHCb acceptance.

Category In 4⇡ ✏(VELO) ✏(VELO)⇥ ✏(LHCb)

b-hadrons 0.1572± 0.0004 34.9± 0.1% 11.9± 0.1%
c-hadrons 1.422± 0.001 24.73± 0.04% 15.12± 0.03%
light, long-lived hadrons 33.291± 0.006 7.022± 0.004% 6.257± 0.004%

Table 4: Candidates per event and efficiencies of generator-level events after the upgrade. A break-
down of each category is available in Tables 10-12. ✏(VELO) is the efficiency for candidates having at
least two tracks traversing at least three modules in the upgrade VELO. ✏(LHCb) is the efficiency for
candidates having all daughter tracks contained in the LHCb acceptance.

6 Reconstructed yields

This section presents the per-event yields and efficiencies for candidates that have been fully sim-
ulated and reconstructed within the LHCb simulation framework. Candidates are partially recon-
structed by forming a vertex from two charged tracks which are determined to have come from gen-
uine ⇡, µ,K, e, p particles. The vertex is then matched to a composite particle which is either one of
those listed in Table 2 or a daughter of one. No additional cuts are applied. Table 5 indicates the num-
ber of these candidates per-event for each type in the present detector configuration. Current analysis
experience shows that, broadly speaking, candidates with a pT above 2 GeV/c and a decay-time above
0.2 ps have a purity acceptable for offline analyses. For this reason, we show the efficiency of these
two cuts when applied on the patrially reconstructed but fully reconstructible final state offline. By
this we mean that while we only reconstruct a two track vertex we ensure that all other daughter
tracks are reconstructible. Any fully reconstructible candidates passing these cuts are considered to
be potentially interesting for further offline analysis and hence define the minimum which an ideal
trigger ought to be selecting. Table 6 provides the same information for the available 100k of fully
simulated post-upgrade minimum bias events.

The last row in these tables presents the output rate of an ideal trigger, which selects signal with 100%
efficiency and purity in these scenarios. Figures 1 shows how the rates of fully reconstructible signal
candidates varies as a function of pT and decay time cuts in the upgrade scenario.

In Run 1 the rate of b hadrons with substantial pT and lifetime which could be reconstructed inside the
detector was already very substantial, although this issue was partly mitigated by the comparatively

b-hadrons c-hadrons light, long-lived hadrons

Reconstructed yield (4.0± 0.1)⇥ 10�3 0.0196± 0.0003 0.0792± 0.0006
✏(pT > 2GeV/c) 83± 1% 47.2± 0.8% 2.0± 0.1%
✏(⌧ > 0.2 ps) 89± 1% 64.2± 0.7% 99.53± 0.05%
✏(pT)⇥ ✏(⌧) 73± 2% 30.2± 0.7% 1.9± 0.1%
✏(pT)⇥ ✏(⌧)⇥ ✏(LHCb) 29± 1% 22.3± 0.6% 1.9± 0.1%

Output rate 17.3 kHz 66.9 kHz 22.8 kHz

Table 5: Per-event yields determined from 0.21M of Run 1 minimum-bias events after partial offline
reconstruction. The first row indicates the number of candidates which had at least two tracks from
which a vertex could be produced. The last row shows the output rate of a trigger selecting such events
with perfect efficiency, assuming an input rate of 15 MHz from the LHC, as during 2012 running. A
breakdown of each category is available in Table 13.
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The anatomy of an LHCb event in the upgrade era, and implications for the LHCb trigger Ref: LHCb-PUB-2014-027
Public Note Issue: 1
6 Reconstructed yields Date: May 21, 2014

b-hadrons c-hadrons light, long-lived hadrons

Reconstructed yield 0.0317± 0.0006 0.118± 0.001 0.406± 0.002
✏(pT > 2GeV/c) 85.6± 0.6% 51.8± 0.5% 2.34± 0.08%
✏(⌧ > 0.2 ps) 88.1± 0.6% 63.1± 0.5% 99.46± 0.03%
✏(pT)⇥ ✏(⌧) 75.9± 0.8% 32.6± 0.4% 2.30± 0.08%
✏(pT)⇥ ✏(⌧)⇥ ✏(LHCb) 27.9± 0.3% 22.6± 0.3% 2.17± 0.07%

Output rate 270 kHz 800 kHz 264 kHz

Table 6: Per-event yields determined from 100k of upgrade minimum-bias events after partial offline
reconstruction. The first row indicates the number of candidates which had at least two tracks from
which a vertex could be produced. The last row shows the output rate of a trigger selecting such
events with perfect efficiency, assuming an input rate of 30 MHz from the LHC, as expected during
upgrade running. A breakdown of each category is available in Table 14.

Figure 1: HLT partially reconstructed (but fully reconstructible) signal rates as a function of decay
time for candidates with pT > 2 GeV/c (left) and transverse momentum cuts for candidates with
⌧ > 0.2 ps(right). The rate is for two-track combinations that form a vertex only for candidates that
can be fully reconstructed offline, ie: All additional tracks are also within the LHCb acceptance.

page 5

Yields after partial offline reconstruction: 
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Table 4: Selection criteria used for the lifetime unbiased trigger selections. For the D0 mode,
the slow pion from D⇤ ! D0⇡+ decay is also selected and required to have p

T

> 200MeV/c, and
the mass di↵erence between the D⇤ and D0 masses is required to be < 160MeV/c2. The pion
that originates from the D⇤ ! D0⇡+ decay does not have su�cient momentum to be e�ciently
selected using long tracks; thus, this pion is selected using a VELO-UT track with a requirement
of p

T

> 200MeV/c. Max DOCA stands for the maximum DOCA between any two child tracks,
and is a substitute for the vertex fit quality because the tracks are not Kalman fitted.

P |p
T

| is
the scalar sum of the transverse momenta of the final state particles.

B0 ! h+h� D0 ! h+h� B0

s

! ��
track p

T

> 1000MeV/c > 500MeV/c > 500MeV/c
M �M(TRUE) ±250MeV/c2 ±75MeV/c2 ±250MeV/c2

⌧ > 0.3 ps > 0.2 ps > 0.3 psP |p
T

| > 4.5GeV/c > 2.5GeV/c > 4.5GeV/c
DIRA < 3.6� < 3.6� < 3.6�

parent IP < 0.1 mm < 0.1 mm < 0.1 mm
Max DOCA < 0.1 mm < 0.1 mm < 0.1 mm

4.3 Output performance183

Beyond being feasible in terms of reconstruction time, we show that the proposed lifetime184

unbiased selections can be performed with a reasonable signal e�ciency and output rate.185

In the case of B0

s

! ��, the e�ciencies are measured with respect to the o✏ine selection186

from Table 4. In the case of the B0, D0 ! h+h� modes, e�ciencies are compared to187

o✏ine-filtered candidates as was done in the TOPO study. Note that the goal of this section188

is only to show that the lifetime unbiased triggers can achieve reasonable performance;189

more detailed optimisations will be performed closer to the time when the upgraded190

detector begins to take data. The selection criteria applied in the lifetime unbiased trigger191

lines, beyond those mentioned in the previous section, are shown in Table 4. In all192

cases, an appropriately downscaled sample without any lifetime cut will be kept to enable193

data-driven lifetime resolution studies, but this detail is not considered further here.194

For B0 ! h+h� we measure the rate separately for B0 ! ⇡+⇡� and B0

s

! K+K�,195

the two main time dependent analyses in this family. In both cases PID requirements196

are applied. For B0

s

! K+K� the rate is about 100 Hz, while for B0 ! ⇡+⇡� the rate is197

1 kHz. The applied selection criteria are 60% e�cient on o✏ine reconstructible B0 ! h+h�
198

candidates. The rate of B0 ! ⇡+⇡� can be reduced to 400 Hz by tightening the lifetime199

cut to 0.5 ps and requiring B0p
T

> 5 GeV.200

For D0 ! h+h� we measure the rate separately for the four combinations : ⇡+⇡�,201

K+K�, and the Cabibbo-favoured and doubly Cabibbo-suppressed K±⇡⌥ combinations.202

In all cases PID requirements are applied. For D0 ! K+K� we measure a rate of 2 kHz of203

which only 500 Hz contains a misidentified pion. For the Cabibbo-favoured D0 ! K�⇡+

204

8

Unbiased hadronic triggers: 
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Figure 2: Correlation of the sum of the calorimeter multiplicities (GEC) with other global
event variables: (left) Number of Velo tracks; (middle) number of FT hits and (right)
number of reconstructed primary vertices.

(a) Event distribution for B0
s ! ��. (b) GEC ine�ciency on B0

s ! ��.

Figure 3: Nominal upgrade conditions: (a) Distribution of calorimeter multiplicities in
signal events. (b) The ine�ciency introduced by GECs. The red vertical lines represent
the nominal GEC of 1200.

below 600, which translates into an ine�ciency of approximately 15% at a luminosity of
4 ⇥ 1032 cm�2 s�1. In the remainder of the document the timing for all reconstruction
algorithms will be measured as a function of applied GECs.

5

Effect of global event cut (GEC): 

5 E�ciencies

Tracking e�ciencies are measured on a sample of simulated B0
s ! �� decays with ⌫ = 7.6.

All e�ciencies discussed in this section are absolute e�ciencies measured relative to the
standard LHCb definition of reconstructible tracks, defined in Ref. [4]. Detector acceptance
e↵ects are not included in the overall reconstruction e�ciency, since they are already taken
into account in the definition of reconstructible, while sub-detector hit ine�ciencies are
accounted for.

Table 1: The reconstruction e�ciency in per cent achieved by the HLT tracking sequence
for di↵erent categories of tracks. The e�ciency is measured with respect to particles which
are reconstructible as long tracks. The first two columns give the e�ciency without and
with GEC, while the third shows the reconstruction e�ciency achieved relative to the
o✏ine track reconstruction.

⌫ = 7.6 [%]
no GEC GEC=1200 relative

Ghost rate 10.9 5.9 -

long 42.7 42.9 50.4
long, from B 72.5 72.8 80.3
long, pT > 0.5GeV/c 86.9 87.4 97.2
long, from B, pT > 0.5GeV/c 92.3 92.5 98.7

Table 1 summarizes the track finding e�ciency for the HLT sequence. The reduced
e�ciencies for the first two categories are due to tracks with pT < 0.5GeV/c being included
in the denominator of the e�ciency. For tracks that originate from beauty decays, leaving
hits in all tracking detectors, and satisfying a pT requirement of 500MeV/c, the e�ciency in
the entire tracking sequence is 92.3%, without applying any GEC. Requiring GEC< 1200
increases the e�ciency only slightly, to 92.5%. This shows the excellent stability of the
track finding sequence at high detector occupancies.

The algorithm used to perform the VELO track reconstruction is exactly the same as
used o✏ine. In the o✏ine case, all VELO tracks are processed by the Forward tracking
without requiring a UT hit. The final column in Table 1 gives the e�ciency of the track
reconstruction in the trigger relative to the e�ciency of the o✏ine track reconstruction. The
reconstruction in the trigger achieves e�ciencies close to those of the o✏ine reconstruction
by design, as it re-uses the same algorithms. The relative track finding e�ciency of
the HLT tracking sequence compared to the o✏ine sequence is 98.7% for tracks with
pT > 500MeV/c.

Requiring a track to be in the acceptance of the UT sub-detector reduces the e�ciency.
This loss in e�ciency is, however, expected to be largely recoverable by reconstructing
tracks outside the UT acceptance but inside the acceptance of the SciFi as a special class.
These tracks are directly passed from the VELO to the Forward track reconstruction,

6

Track finding efficiency: 

Timing of tracking sequence: 

7.2 Performance with degraded single hit resolution

The simulation of the SciFi tracker assumes that the single hit resolution is 42 µm.
Corresponding to test measurements of short fibre tracker modules in a cosmic ray
experiment [6]. A 2-bit read-out scheme will be used for the SciFi tracker which will result
in a resolution of about 60 µm. Additional misalignment or noise could further worsen the
single hit resolution.

The track reconstruction e�ciency is compared over a range of single hit resolutions
from 42 µm to 100 µm. Table 6 shows that the reconstruction e�ciency decreases as the
single hit resolution worsens. This could be compensated for by re-tuning the parameters
of the track finding algorithms.

Table 6: Track reconstruction e�ciencies for di↵erent single hit resolutions.

E�ciency [%]
Resolution [µm] long, pT > 0.5GeV/c long, from B, pT > 0.5GeV/c

42 87.4 92.5
62 86.7 92.1
82 86.5 92.9
100 86.0 91.4

The track reconstruction is robust against changes of the single hit resolution in the
SciFi tracker. The loss in tracking e�ciency could be recuperated by retuning the tracking
algorithms to each particular hit resolution scenario.

(a) Total timing (b) Individual, no GEC (c) Individual, GEC

Figure 9: The time cost of the total track reconstruction sequence as a function of ⌫ (left),
and the individual timings of all tracking algorithms with respect to ⌫ without (middle)
and with (right) a GEC requirement of 1200.
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(a) Trigger time vs GEC (b) Forward tracking time vs pT

Figure 6: (a) Total time spent in trigger reconstruction as a function of GEC cut applied.
(b) Forward tracking CPU time as a function of the internal pT requirement.

Table 2: Timing measurement on MinBias for nominal upgrade conditions.

CPU time [ms]
Tracking Algorithm No GEC GEC = 1200

VELO tracking 2.3 2.0
VELO-UT tracking 1.4 1.3
Forward tracking 2.5 1.9
PV finding 0.40 0.38

Total @29MHz 5.6
Total 6.6 5.4

The design of the tracking system of the upgraded LHCb detector will therefore make it
possible to fully reconstruct all events at an input rate of 30 MHz. A first at a hadron
collider.

6.3 Fast Scenario

Looking at Figure 6, we exemplarily define a scenario with a pT requirement of 800MeV/c
and GEC = 900. With these cuts, the trigger sequence is supposed to take about half the
CPU time of the default scenario. Said GEC requirement introduces an ine�ciency of

11

Time spent in trigger reconstruction  
as a function of GEC: 


